[1] The Australian-Antarctic Basin (AAB) is known for its high levels of intraseasonal variability; sea-surface height variability exceeds background values by factors of 2 over thousands of kilometers. This paper addresses the hypothesis that this variability is caused by trapping of barotropic energy by the basin geometry. Analysis of a multi-year integration of a shallow-water model shows that the variability is dominated by a single, large-scale statistical mode that is highly coherent over the entire AAB. The flow associated with this mode is northwestward along the Southeast Indian Ridge, southward in the Kerguelen Abyssal Plain, and eastward in the southern AAB. The mode is interpreted as an almost-free topographically trapped mode, as it is confined by contours of potential vorticity that almost entirely enclose the AAB. The apex of the Wilkes Abyssal Plain represents the strongest barrier to the modal circulation: here velocities are strongest, making it a key area for dissipation of kinetic energy through bottom friction and eddy viscosity.
Introduction
[2] Wind forcing is among the main drivers of the ocean circulation. It is believed to be an important source of energy for turbulence-driven mixing in the abyss and, as such, essential for maintaining a vigorous overturning circulation [e.g., Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004] . Identifying how and where this energy is dissipated is thus important for understanding the dynamics of the global-scale ocean circulation and its role in climate.
[3] The Southern Ocean has been identified as an important region for the energetics of the global circulation [e.g., Wunsch, 1998 ]. Here, the vigorous wind forcing and weak stratification allow for an energetic circulation that is strongly controlled by bathymetry. In fact, analysis of altimeter data have identified several regions in the Southern Ocean where sea-surface height (SSH) variability is exceptionally strong [e.g., Chao and Fu, 1995] . One of these areas is the AustralianAntarctic Basin (AAB, Figure 1 ). Located between Australia and Antarctica, it accommodates the Kerguelen Abyssal Plain (KAP) and the Wilkes Abyssal Plain (WAP), as well as an extensive mid-ocean ridge system known as the Southeast Indian Ridge (SIR). This ridge consists of eastern (ESIR) and western (WSIR) segments that are offset by the WAP.
[4] Studies addressing the anomalous SSH variability in the AAB suggest a link with the local bathymetry [e.g., Chao and Fu, 1995; Fukumori et al., 1998; Ponte and Gaspar, 1999; Webb and De Cuevas, 2002; Vivier et al., 2005; Weijer and Gille, 2005a; . In particular, Webb and De Cuevas [2002] (hereafter WD02) concluded that the enhanced variability reflects the resonant excitation of a topographically trapped mode. However, they found this mode to decay too fast to be consistent with frictional spin-down [e.g., . Instead, they suggested that energy may be leaking from the mode at the apex ('mouth') of the WAP, and escape along the northern flank of the WSIR. This conclusion was supported by Vivier et al. [2005] , who found that SSH variability in the AAB increased in their model when they turned off the inertia term, apparently at the expense of the variability on the WSIR.
[5] (hereafter WGV) have shown that at least part of the SSH variability can indeed be attributed to the resonant excitation of free topographically trapped modes. These modes represent balanced circulation patterns along closed contours of potential vorticity (defined as f/H, where f is the Coriolis parameter and H the local water depth) that surround in particular the WAP and the crest of the WSIR. However, the two dominant modes were found to explain only a fraction of the variance, leaving the main characteristics of the anomalous SSH variability unaccounted for. In addition, the slow, frictional decay of these modes is inconsistent with the rapid decay found by WD02.
[6] In this paper we study the dynamics of the variability in the AAB that was unexplained by WGV. The analysis suggests that the specific distribution of f /H in the AAB gives rise to a so-called almost-free mode response to wind stress forcing [Hughes et al., 1999] . This response is characterized by i) highly coherent motion over the entire AAB; ii) flow aligned mostly along contours of f/H surrounding the basin; iii) a key region where the flow has to jump contours of f/H; leading to iv) relatively rapid decay compared with the frictional spin-down of purely free modes. A detailed analysis of the energetics shows that the modal response is a very important aspect of the regional circulation as it funnels energy towards the apex of the WAP for dissipation, and for transfer to non-modal flow.
Method
[7] Since the anomalous variability in the AAB is thought to be dominantly barotropic, a 1-layer shallow-water (SW) model is used to study its most important characteristics. The computational domain ranges from 45°to 185°east longitude, and from −70°to 0°latitude, encompassing the South Indian Ocean and the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean. Diagnostic focus is on a subdomain that ranges from 68°to 145°east longitude and −65°to −30°latitude, covering the greater AAB. Forcing is provided by daily-averaged wind stress, based on the 10 m wind velocity of . The model was integrated for 1003 days, starting August 1, 1999, and daily averages of the dynamical fields h, u and v (SSH, and the zonal and meridional velocity components, respectively) were saved. In order to focus on the variability that could not be explained by free modes, we repeated the normal-mode analysis of WGV to determine as many modes as possible, and filtered out their signal from the dynamical fields. Subsequent analyses described below are based on these residual fields. In some areas, specifically the WAP, the free modes account for up to 50% of the SSH variability. See section 1 of the auxiliary material for a more detailed description of the modeling approach. [8] In order to determine the spatial structure of the variability we first perform an Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis on the daily-averaged SSH fields, boxaveraged onto a coarser grid of 2°× 2°resolution. The analysis is dominated by the first EOF, which accounts for 46.6% of the SSH variance (section 2.1 of the auxiliary material). The pattern clearly resembles the dominant EOFs of SSH variability determined by WD02 and Fu [2003] . Additional statistical analyses (section 2.2 of the auxiliary material) show that the EOF represents variability that is highly coherent throughout the basin: local SSH time series are significantly coherent with its amplitude time series (principal component) G 1 (t) for essentially all frequencies below 1/30 cpd; time lags are a few days at most.
[9] The principal component G 1 is used to construct a composite pattern of the SSH and velocity fields that we will refer to as the statistical mode: u m = uÀ 1 , where u = (u, v, h), and the overline denotes the average over the 1003-day time series (Figure 2 ). The composite pattern of SSH is equivalent to the EOF except for the higher spatial resolution; it shows positive loadings in the entire AAB. In fact, the pattern is clearly enclosed by the blue and red contours of potential vorticity (representing values of −3.2 · 10 −8 and −2.5 · 10 −8 m −1 s −1 , respectively), that nearly bound the basin. The circulation associated with this pattern displays intense northwestward transport along the northern flank of the WSIR and the southern flank of the ESIR; broad southward flows in the basin between the WSIR and the Kerguelen Plateau; and eastward drifts in the southern part of the basin.
[10] In summary, almost half of the variability in the AAB is captured by a single EOF. The facts that the associated variability is i) stationary and highly coherent, and ii) strongly linked to bathymetry, support the interpretation that it is caused by a topographically trapped mode. In the remainder of this paper we assume that the statistical mode represents such a dynamical object.
Decay and Energetics
[11] To study the decay of the topographically trapped mode, we use the velocity field of the statistical mode depicted in Figure 2 to initialize a transient, unforced integration of the SW model. The model is run for 10 days. Projection of the composite velocity patterns on the daily averaged velocity fields yields the two projection time series g u and g v for zonal and meridional velocity, respectively. These time series record a rapid decay, and reach the 1/e threshold after about 5 or 6 days (section 3 of the auxiliary material). This decay rate is much faster than what can be expected from frictional spin-down. In fact, similar rapid decay was deduced by WD02, who suggested that the mode may lose energy to non-modal circulation.
[12] In order to address this hypothesis, we study the energetics of the mode in the forced and unforced simulations. We decompose the velocity field in the modal contribution u m and a residual u r = u − u m at each time step. Based 
Input of kinetic energy by wind stress forcing is indicated by W, local dissipation due to friction by R, while the residual F represents other mechanisms of energy transfer. These mechanisms include work done by the Coriolis and pressure gradient forces that either transfer energy between E m and E r , or remove energy locally to be deposited elsewhere. See section 4 of the auxiliary material for a detailed discussion of these terms.
[13] Figure 3 shows the terms in the kinetic energy balance equations (1a) and (1b), averaged over the first 6 days of the unforced, decaying integration. Energy input by wind stress is zero. Terms in brackets denote the values integrated over the modal area, defined as the region where the amplitude of the dominant EOF exceeds 1/6th of its maximum value (indicated by the yellow contour in the top plots).
[14] The area-integrated values show that the mode loses 25% (1.79 GW) of its energy locally to frictional processes. This energy loss is concentrated at the apex of the WAP. About 17% (1.22 GW) is exported from the modal area altogether by energy fluxes. The largest part (57%; 4.04 GW), however, is transferred to the residual circulation within the modal area. Although the mode loses most of its energy over the northern flank of the WSIR and along the northwestern edge of the WAP, the residual circulation picks up most of its energy at the apex of the WAP. A flux of energy is implied by these sources and sinks, and evidently the apex of the WAP is an area of energy flux convergence. A substantial part of the energy gained by the residual circulation is immediately dissipated by friction.
[15] Analysis of the energetics of the 1003-day forced run is fully consistent with this picture (Figure 4 ). No less than 21% (0.37 GW, the average over the 1003 days of integration) of the energy input by the wind stress is used to energize the mode. About 38% of this energy (0.14 GW) is dissipated through friction, most of which at the apex of the WAP. As was the case for the unforced simulation, there is a strong localized source of energy for the non-modal circulation at the apex of the WAP, and it is likely that a substantial fraction of this energy is derived from the mode. These results suggest that also in the wind forced case there is a significant transfer of energy from the mode to the residual circulation, and that the prime location for this transfer is the apex of the WAP.
Summary and Discussion
[16] In this paper we studied the nature of the high SSH variability in the AAB. The analysis suggests that the variability identified by WD02 and is indeed caused by the resonant excitation of a topograpically trapped mode. It is found that similar variability i) can be reproduced by a barotropic SW model forced with realistic wind stress; ii) is clearly confined by specific contours of potential vorticity that almost completely enclose the AAB; and iii) has a high spatial coherence for all time scales exceeding a month, displaying a negligible time lag of ±2 days over the extent of the basin.
[17] What is the nature of this mode? Despite a large number of normal-mode calculations, WGV found no free modes that are consistent with the statistical mode determined in this study. Although it is impossible to determine all modes, the analysis usually determines the 'strongest' modes with ease, and it seems unlikely that the current mode was simply missed.
[18] A more likely interpretation is that the statistical mode does not reflect a free mode in the strictest sense of the word: a dynamical object that fully preserves its spatial structure while evolving in time. Instead, it shows characteristics of an almost-free mode, a concept introduced by Hughes et al. [1999] to explain a band of high SSH variability around Antarctica called the Southern Mode. As is the case there, the AAB is surrounded by contours of f /H that are almost continuous, if not for a few choke points, most notably the apex of the WAP. Hughes et al. [1999] argued that a continuous circulation can only exist by the grace of a vorticity source at the choke points that allows the flow to jump contours of f/H. In the absence of forcing (and significant friction), the mode can only negotiate the jump in f/H by a local change in relative vorticity, causing the mode to lose its coherence and hence its true modal character. Indeed, in the decaying simulation the advection of potential vorticity attains its maximum amplitudes there (not shown). And although friction does its part, there is a substantial residual that locally generates relative vorticity.
[19] It is clear from this study that the topographically trapped mode has significant impact on the energetics of the AAB. It receives a substantial amount of energy from the wind, but instead of expending it on friction (as would be the case for the free modes described in WGV), most of the energy is funneled to the apex of the WAP to power a residual, non-modal circulation. This result supports the conclusion by WD02 and Vivier et al. [2005] , who suggested that energy may be extracted from the mode by waves emanating from the apex of the WAP, and propagating along the northern flank of the WSIR. The mode plays hence an important role in redistributing energy over large distances [e.g., Weijer and Gille, 2005b] , and points to the apex of the WAP as a potential location of enhanced dissipative mixing.
[20] Acknowledgments. Them odel domain ranges from 45
• to 185
• east longitude,a nd from -70
• to 0
• latitude. Then umerical grid consists of 210 × 210 grid points, yieldingas patial resolution of 2/3
• × 1/3
• .B athymetry is based on theg lobal 2-minuted ata set ETOPO-2, box-averaged onto ourm odel grid,a nd smoothed by applyinga5 -pointfi lter to remove thes mallest length scales. Depthss maller than 300 m( thec ontinental shelf)a re set to zero.
Horizontal eddy viscosityi sp arameterized through aL aplacian formulation with coef-
,w hile bottom friction is represented through al inear drag with coefficient r =2·10
.N on-linear advection termsa re ignored. Them odel wasi ntegrated usingaC rank-Nicolson scheme with a1 5-minutet imes tep. Daily averages of thed ynamical fields η, u and v (surface elevation,a nd thez onal and meridional velocitycomponents, respectively) were saved. Analysis wasperformed on asubdomain that ranges from 68
• to 145
• east longitude and-65
• to -30
• latitude,e ncompassing theg reater AAB.
Thef orced run
Thef orced runw as integrated for1 003 days, startingA ugust1 ,1 999. Forcingw as derived from the10mwind velocityofMilliff et al. (2004) , whichconsists of QuickSCATscatterometer data blendedw ith NCEPr eanalysis. Thed ata, provided at 6-hourly intervals on a0 .5
• grid,w as converted to wind stress accordingt ot he drag lawo fL arge andY eager (2004), interpolated onto ourmodel grid,a veraged to daily values, filtered to remove theannualand semi-annual cycles, andd etrended.
WGVs howedt hatap art of thev ariabilityw as caused by af ew normal modest hatt hey were able to determineu singan ormal-modea nalysis. However, them odes considered in that study only explained as mall fraction of thev ariance, andt he basin-widep attern of variabilityremained unexplained.I norder to focusonthisdominantmodeofv ariability, we used thep rojection method used by Weijer et al. (2007) to remove thec ontributionso fa s many modesa sw ew ere able to determinef rom thed ynamical fields.
First, we repeated ournormal-modeanalysis andidentified 6stationary (real) modeswith significante xpression in theA AB (4 of whichw ere discussed in WGV) and3 1o scillatory (complex) modes. Assuming that thed ata S(x,t)c onsists of as uperposition of them odes andnoise Z (thelatter containingthe signal that is thesubject of this study), we can write:
where M is then umbero fm odal patterns ψ i anda ssociated times eries γ i .M ultiplyingt his equation by eacho ft he modes ψ j andi ntegratingo vert he domain D yields:
with:
Thel ast integral in Eq. (2) vanishes if then oise is spatially uncorrelated to thee igenmodes. Them atrix C gives thec orrelationsb etween thee igenmodes; if thes et were orthonormal, C wouldd iagonal, but in general it is not. Therefore, af ullm atrix inversion wasperformed to find theu niques et of 68 times eries γ i (t). As shownb yW GV,the projection timeseries based on η maynot alwaysbeanaccurate measure of them odal amplitude.T herefore, thep rojection wasa pplied to thet wo velocity componentso nly, andt he modala mplitudes γ i were estimated by Ther esultingm odal reconstructionsw ere subsequently subtracted from thet hree model fields. As in WGV, them odal contributionse xplain only as mall part of theo verall SSH variability. Ther econstruction is most successful in theW AP,w here free modesa ccount for about5 0% of SSH variability ( Fig. 1 ).
Theu nforced run
In addition to theforced run, we performed an unforced simulation that wasinitialized by the statistical mode.A sd escribed in them ain paper, this mode wasc onstructed by regressing thedominantprincipal component of SSH variability(see below) onto thethree modelfields. Thes imulation wasr un for1 0d ays.
Only thev elocityfi eldsw ere used to initialize them odel. InitializingS SH as well would have resulted in vigorousg ravityw ave activity, as thefi eldso ft he statistical mode are noti ne xact geostrophicb alance. Instead,i nitializingw ith only thev elocityfi eld almost immediately sets up theS SH field that brings thefl ow in geostrophicb alance.
2S tatistical Analysis

EOFa nalysis
Thec haracter of theS SH variabilityi nt he AAB is analyzed by performinga nE mpirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis on thed aily-averaged SSH fields, filtered to remove thef ree modes, andb ox-averaged onto ac oarser grid of 2
• resolution.T he analysis is dominated by thefi rst EOF, whichc aptures 46.6% of theS SH variance in thea rea on this coarser grid (Fig. 2) . Its spatial pattern is almost indistinguishable from thed ominant EOF of theoriginal data set, where it explained 43.4% of thev ariability. This indicates that thef ree modesr emovedf rom thed ata do notc ontributet ot he leading( statistical) mode of variabilityo ft he system.I ta lso clearly resembles thed ominantE OFs of SSH variabilityi n thea rea as presented by 
Spatialc oherence
In order to determinetowhatextentthe dominant EOF represents variabilitythatisspatially coherent, we studied thes tatistical relationship between local SSH variationsa nd thefi rst Principal ComponentΓ 1 (thet imes eries of thed ominantE OF; Fig. 3 ). First, ac orrelation analysis wasp erformed forl ags between ±12 days. Them aximum correlation (or anticorrelation,whichever is stronger) is plotted in Fig. 3a , while panelbshowsthe lag forwhich them aximum (anti-)correlation occurs. It is clear that Γ 1 is strongly (ands ignificantly) correlated with basically all SSH times eries in thedomain,b ut most strongly so in thearea of anomalousS SH variabilityi ndicated by thed ominantE OF. Here correlationsu pt o0 .9 are found. Also, in this area thet imel ag is typically within ±2d ays: SSH slightly leadsΓ 1 in theK AP,a nd lags on then orhern flank of theS IR andi nt he WA P. Acoherence analysis between Γ 1 andlocal SSH gives acomplementary view of thespatial ,r espectively.
coherence of thev ariability. Thea nalysis generally showsas tronga nd significantc oherence between thetimeseries forall frequencies uptoacertain threshold,beyondwhich thecoherence rather abruptly breaks down.T odeterminethiscut-off frequency f max ,w ediagnose the first frequency (startingf rom f = f min ,w here f min =1 / 167 cpdi st he minimumf requency resolved)a tw hich thet imes eries lose their coherence. Figure 3c showst he associated time scale 1/f max of this measure. In thea rea of anomalousS SH variabilityt here is significant coherence between Γ 1 andl ocal SSH times eries forav ery broad frequency range. Form ost of thec entral basin thet imes eries are coherenta tl east up to frequencies of 1/30 cpd, with amaximum cut-off frequency of 1/5 cpdinthe center. Paneldshows thetimelag, averaged overt hisf requency windowo fs ignificantc oherences. This timel ag τ (f )i sd etermined from thec oherence phase ϕ(f )( in degrees) accordingt oτ =ϕ/360f ,w ith f thef requency.I t displays thes amep attern as panelb ,w ith SSH showingas lightl ead on Γ 1 in KAP, anda slightl ag in theW AP ando nt he northern flank of theS IR.
3F orcing and Decay
As trongr elation between modala mplitude anda rea-integrated wind stress curl wasf ound by previouss tudies. Here we uset he modala mplitude (as measured by Γ 1 )t oe stimate thew inds tress pattern that is related to them ode. Figure 4s hows that there is strong covariance (andcorrelation)between Γ 1 andwindstress. Thestrongest co-variation is found with wind stress alongt he periphery of them odal area, oriented mostly parallel to contours of f/H.S pecifically,p ositivev alues of Γ 1 are correlated with southeasterly winds on the Thedecayofthe mode wasdiagnosed from theunforced,decayingsimulation,which was initialized by thev elocityfi eld of thes tatistical mode.P rojection of thec omposite velocity patternso nt he daily averaged velocityfi eldsy ieldst wo projection times eries, γ u and γ v (Fig. 5) . These times eries record ar apid decay, andr eacht he 1/e threshold after about5 or 6d ays.
Thep rojection times eries based on them odal sea surface heightp attern (γ η )s hows an even more rapid decay. As stated before, thee mpirical pattern of SSH (used as projection pattern)isunlikely to be in balance with theassociated flowfield.T he SSH field that arises quickly after initialization with thee mpirical velocityp atternsd oest herefore notc onform perfectly with thee mpirical SSH pattern that is used here fort he projection.A lso, as was thec ase fort he purely free modes, them odal SSH pattern mayp roject onto noise andm ay therefore notbeaperfect representation of them odal amplitude. Figure 4: Cross-correlation( shading) andc ross-covariance( arrows) betweenb etween Γ 1 and wind stress τ =(τ x ,τ y ),p robed forl agsb etween ± 5d ays. Cross-correlationisd eterminedas ρ= (ρ 2 x +ρ 2 y ),w here ρ (x,y) = ρ(Γ 1 ,τ (x,y) ) arethe individual (normalized) cross-covariances. Alln onzero correlations ares ignificant. In general, wind stress leads Γ 1 by just af ew days.
4E nergetics
Kinetic energy balance
In this section,w ea nalyze thee nergetics of them odal decayi nd etail. We start off with a schematic version of thes hallow-water (SW) momentum equationsu sed in this study:
Forc onvenience of notation,w ec onsider thee quationsi naCartesian frame, andn eglect thee xplicit representation of horizontal viscosity. Here, τ is thew inds tress vector, r is the coefficiento fb ottom friction, g is theg ravitational constant, ρ 0 ar eference density, and f theC oriolis parameter. In order to study thee nergy loss of thep urely modalc irculation,w ed ecompose the velocityfi eld at eacht imes tep in am odal component andar esidual: u = u m + u r .B y multiplyingE q. (4) by u m and u r we obtain twoe quationsd escribingt he energetics of both them odal andn on-modal component: where: ,and amixed-modekinetic energy E mr = ρ 0 Hu m ·u r . Termsl abeled C, P , R and W representw ork done by theC oriolis force, thep ressure gradientf orce, friction,a nd wind stress. In thec ontinuous representation of thes ystem, work done by theC oriolis force should be zero, so that C mm = C rr =0and C mr = −C rm . In addition, R mr = R rm .F or ad iscretized system,t hese conditionsd on ot necessarily hold. In particular, foraC -grid discretization theC oriolis force does perform work locally,a nd although theg lobal integral vanishes, integration overas ubdomain will in general notb e zero. Forthe numerical representation of apurely geostrophicflow,the sumofw ork done by thepressure gradienta nd thec oriolis force should addu pt oz ero, so that C + P reflects the combinedw ork of theC oriolis andp ressure gradientf orces on thea geostrophicc omponent. In practice, C can be considered as thedivergence of ashort-range, non-physical energy flux.
T mm =-7.33 T rr =2 .83 T mm + T rr =-4.23 T mr =-0.25 T rm =0 .31 T mr + T rm =-0.06 C mm =-0.33 C rr =-0.16 C mm + C rr =-0.48 C mr =-1.69 C rm =1 .38 C mr + C rm =-0.48 P m =-3.00 P r =2 .51 P m + P r =-0.49 R mm =-1.52 R rr =-0.97 R mm + R rr =-2.49 R mr =-0.27 R rm =-0.25 R mr + R rm =-0.52 Table1: Terms in thekinetic energy equations (inGW) forthe unforced,decaying simulation. Terms area veraged over thefi rst6dayso fi ntegration, andi ntegrated over thed omain indicated by they ellow line in Fig. 6. 
Energy transfers for theu nforced run
We diagnosed theindividualtermsinE q. (5) forthe 10-day unforced integration,i nitialized with thec omposite velocityfi eld u m .T he kinetic energy of ther esidualfl ow E rr peaks at day6,sothe termsare averaged overthe first 6daysofintegration.T he spatial distributions are plotted in Fig. 6 , ac ondensed version of this plot is presented as Fig. 3o ft he main manuscript. Thev alues integrated overt he modala rea (defineda st he area where the amplitude of η exceeds2 0% of them aximum, indicated by they ellowl inei nF ig. 6) are listed in Table1 .S ince thei ntegration is unforced,w indw ork W is zero.
It is clear that as ubstantial transfer of kinetic energy takes place from them odet o ther esidual, non-modalc irculation.S everal termst akep art in this exchange, in particular theC oriolis exchanget erms( C mr ≈− C rm ), thep ressure work terms( P m and P r ), andt he tendencyo ft he mixed-modek inetic energy (T mr ≈−T rm ). Note that thea ctual work done by theC oriolis force (C mm and C rr )i sa mong thes mallest termsi nt he individualc olumns, although thetotal work done by theCoriolis force is of sameorder of magnitude as thetotal work done by pressure. Also R mr ≈ R rm ,a sc ould be expected.
In them ain paper, thef ollowing notation convention is used: Integral values( in GW)a re shown in brackets andc orrespondt ot hose listed in Table1 . Yellow line denotes thea rea forw hich integrals were determined.
